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MEDIA KIT
UNMATCHED
ACCESS
TO INDUSTRY
DECISIONMAKERS

WasteTodayMagazine.com

WHAT CAN
YOU EXPECT
WHEN YOU
PARTNER
WITH THE

POWERFUL
MARKET REACH

LEADING
INTEGRATED
MEDIA
PROVIDER
IN THE
WASTE AND
ENVIRONMENTAL
SERVICES
INDUSTRY?
FOCUS

ONLINE
88% Growth in Average Monthly Unique Visitors
137% Growth in Pageviews

Waste Today consistently
delivers high-value content
that decision-makers rely on
to run their businesses.

COMMITMENT
Our total commitment to
in-depth print coverage
coupled with news and
analysis online provides
unmatched market reach.

COMPREHENSIVE
PROGRAMS
Our multi-platform mix of print,
digital, social media, video,
events and custom content
drives a measurable return
on your investment.

CIRCULATION
REACH
25,432

EMAIL
21,503 subscribers
26.61% open rate

PRODUCED BY THE OLDEST, MOST EXPERIENCED MEDIA COMPANY SERVING THE WASTE AND RECYCLING INDUSTRY!
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SUBSCRIBER PROFILE
FOCUSED CIRCULATION
We clearly define our reach, so marketers have absolute visibility to the access we’re
delivering. We don’t bundle dissimilar sectors or blur print and digital. It’s all part of being
transparent while working harder to deliver superior advertising effectiveness.

OUR CIRCULATION REACH*:

BY TITLE:
EXECUTIVE MANAGEMENT: 11,550
GENERAL MANAGERS: 3,904
MANAGER/SUPERVISOR: 8,359

PRIVATE
SOLID WASTE
MANAGEMENT/
HAULER

MUNICIPAL/
PUBLIC WASTE
OFFICIAL

TRANSFER
STATION

MEDICAL/
SPECIALTY
WASTE

WASTE
TO ENERGY

6,581

5,839

585

770

279

COORDINATOR: 573
OTHER: 1,046

4%

2%

45%
COMPOSTING/
ORGANICS

RECYCLING

LANDFILL

105

5,163

4,075

CONSULTANT/
PROJECT
ENGINEERING
FIRM

1,058

TOTAL MARKET REACH:

OTHER

977

25,432

32%

15%

*May/June 2019 issue

PRINT

WEB

E-NEWSLETTER

DIGITAL

In 2020, we’ll publish
eight issues packed
with insightful business
intelligence for waste
industry professionals.

WasteTodayMagazine.com
carries the latest news.
The site is optimized for
mobile users, ensuring easy
access to articles, videos
and research that matters
to the industry.

Our e-newsletter
provides comprehensive,
relevant coverage. By
not bombarding industry
executives with daily blasts,
we garner increased reader
loyalty and engagement.

Each edition of Waste
Today is available digitally
and is optimized for all
mobile platforms, driving
advertising impact
and value.
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THOUGHTFUL COVERAGE

OF AN $80 BILLION INDUSTRY
BY DRIVING READER ENGAGEMENT,
WE ENSURE ADVERTISING VALUE.
Waste Today provides industry professionals the
insights they need to manage effectively. With
a focus on the business intelligence industry
professionals need to guide their operations, we
deliver reader engagement.
Timely coverage of legislation and regulations,
technology, markets and contracting, as well
as other trends affecting operations and longterm planning, keeps executives and managers
involved in print and online!
Our commitment to reader engagement
combined with full market circulation reach
ensures your advertising investment works harder!
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OUR COVERAGE
INCLUDES ALL
ASPECTS OF:
•

COLLECTION AND TRANSFER

•

ORGANICS

•

RECYCLING

•

CONVERSION TECHNOLOGIES

•

WASTE TO ENERGY

•

LANDFILL MANAGEMENT

•

SPECIAL AND
HAZARDOUS WASTE

•

MARKETS AND CONTRACTING

•

MERGER AND
ACQUISITION ACTIVITY

EXCLUSIVE MARKETING SOLUTIONS
Waste Today holds a unique position as the leading integrated media provider in the waste and
environmental services industry. Use the strength of our brand along with our innovative and integrated
media solutions to achieve your marketing objectives and maximum ROI.

ASK THE EXPERTS

BRAND VISION

A unique content marketing
solution that positions your team
as industry experts, delivering
your message in print and online.

By combining print, e-mail, online and
e-newsletter channels, our Brand Vision
positions you as a thought leader. It’s a
unique and powerful package.

!
NEW

SPRING & FALL
CONVENTION
PRODUCT PREVIEW
This e-newsletter is sent to Recycling
Today, Construction & Demolition
Recycling and Waste Today lists
before the big spring and fall events,
increasing awareness of your products.

IN 2020, WE ARE OFFERING THESE CONTENT MARKETING TOOLS
Select the tools that best deliver your marketing message to the waste and environmental services industry.

SPECIAL
REPORTS

PROJECT
SHOWCASE

VIDEO
REPORTS

SUPPLIER
SPOTLIGHT

Our editorial team will prepare
a series of special reports for
industry decision-makers.
Become an exclusive sponsor
of these reports to position
your company as an
industry leader.

An ideal marketing
opportunity for projects,
the showcase provides up
to 20 slides with narrative.
Deployment on our website
and e-newsletter provides
deep market reach.

Sponsoring our video
reports allows industry
marketers to deliver their
messages in a unique way
while leveraging web,
social media and e-mail
marketing channels.

Highlight your company
on our homepage and
get exposure through
our e-newsletter and
social media channels.
Exclusive to one
supplier each month.

ORGANICS SUPPLEMENT
Published in March and October 2020, this supplement covers organics
collection, processing and management. Delivered to a subset of our total
circulation, it provides targeted reach and rate efficiency.
*Contact us for rate and distribution details.
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HIGH-IMPACT

MARKETING SOLUTIONS
SALES

TEAM

UPGRADING FOR EFFICIENCY

O

regon’s Deschutes County Department of Solid Waste is
tasked with managing the municipal solid waste (MSW) of
approximately 181,000 residents. In 2016, this equated to
240,800 tons of garbage, all of which was sent to the Knott
Landfill Recycling and Transfer Facility in Bend, Oregon. To help transport
this incoming waste, operators rely on WALKING FLOOR® technology
from Keith Manufacturing Co. to increase efficiency and promote safety.
According to Deschutes County Solid Waste Operations Manager
Chad Centola, the county contracts for the hauling of MSW from
its network of rural transfer stations to Knott Landfill with a private
company that utilizes a fleet of 21 WALKING FLOOR® trailers.
In addition, Deschutes County operates an on-site transfer station
at Knott Landfill and has its own fleet of four WALKING FLOOR® trailers
that are used to transfer public self-haul MSW from the transfer station
to the landfill roughly one mile away.
When plans for constructing the on-site transfer station were being
formulated around 2004, Centola says the private transfer contractor
and the county made the joint decision to use WALKING FLOOR® unloaders instead of a tipper system for easier and safer unloading.
“The other option if we didn’t implement the WALKING FLOOR® trailers
was to use a tipper system, which meant accommodating two different
unloading systems at the site as well as having to worry about purchasing,
owning and maintaining the tippers,” Centola says. “The WALKING FLOOR®
system appears to be a safer method for unloading. Another safety—and
efficiency—factor we considered is there is no need to have a near vertical
wall for unloading with the WALKING FLOOR® technology, whereas a
tipper requires a grade separation for the unloading process.”
Centola says that the durability of the WALKING FLOOR® system is
paramount thanks to the volume its trailers are tasked with transporting each day.
The county’s self-haul customers first unload their waste on a concrete
floor in an enclosed building and operators use a loader and excavator to
top-load the MSW into the county’s fleet of Steco- and Wilkens Indus-

tries-manufactured trailers, which are
parked below the building.
“Where the rural site transfer trailers
might be loaded once a day at the
WE LIKE THE
most, we reload our on-site trailers six
WALKING FLOOR®
to eight times per day,” Centola says.
TRAILERS. WHEN
“The wear and tear the floors need to
THE WORKING
be able to absorb is substantial.”
FACE IS BUSY, THEY
Centola says that the county is
CAN POSITION
currently in the process of replacing its
existing aluminum floor trailers that
CLOSER TO EACH
were purchased in 2006 with Keith’s V-9
OTHER WITHOUT
Series steel floors for added durability.
COMPROMISING
“We are currently in a replacement
SAFETY, WHICH
cycle for the 2006 trailers,” he says. “We
ALSO HELPS
replaced one trailer in 2018 with a steel
WITH OPERATING
V-9 floor and are currently out to bid
EFFICIENCY AT THE
for a second trailer with a steel V-9 floor.
LANDFILL.”
The last two trailers will be replaced in
– CHAD CENTOLA,
our 2019-’20 fiscal year. I believe the V-9
OPERATIONS MANAGER,
floors will better suit our conditions.”
DESCHUTES COUNTY
Centola says that he is confident
SOLID WASTE
the renewed investment in WALKING
FLOOR® technology will continue to allow the county to meet its waste
management needs in the years to come by giving operators the versatility they need to effectively manage the waste of area residents.
“We like the WALKING FLOOR® trailers,” he says. “When the working
face is busy, they can position closer to each other without compromising safety, which also helps with operating efficiency at the landfill.”
More information on made-in-the-U.S.A. Keith WALKING FLOOR®
systems, including the many applications in which Keith’s 60,000 units
can be found globally, can be obtained by visiting keithwalkingfloor.
com or by calling (800) 547-6161.

CUSTOM CONTENT

www.keithwalkingfloor.com | (800) 547-6161 or (541) 475-3802
401 NW Adler St., Madras, OR 97741 | sales@keithwalkingfloor.com
©2018 KEITH Manufacturing Co. All Rights Reserved. KEITH, KEITH logo and WALKING FLOOR are registered trademarks of KEITH
Manufacturing Co. Equipment manufactured by KEITH Manufacturing Co. is protected by numerous patents both domestic and foreign.

HARRIS KEEPS KENT COUNTY
RECYCLING STRONG
A Centurion 200 baler packages the steady stream of material flowing into the
active recycling facilty operated by Kent County, Michigan.
The government of Kent County, Michigan, located in the southwestern part of the state, with Grand Rapids as its largest city, is
in the midst of a plan to reduce the waste it sends to landfill by 90
percent by 2030.
That ambitious goal, along with a recycling ethic among many
of the 650,000 people there, has kept material flowing into the
material recovery facility (MRF) operated by the Kent County
Department of Public Works. Nic VanderVinne, resource recovery
and recycling manager for the department, says its Recycling &
Education Facility runs six days per week, with processing lines
most often running 12 hours per day, though “occasionally with a
late-night extended shift during the busy time of the year.”
The busy processing lines at the MRF sort steel and aluminum
cans, old corrugated containers (OCC), old newspapers (ONP),
mixed paper, and plastics #1 through #7, separating plastics into
PET, HDPE natural, HDPE colored, film and mixed #3-#7 grades.
After all those materials are sorted, most of them head into a Centurion T200 two-ram baler supplied by Georgia-based Harris.
VanderVinne credits Harris and its regional distributor Sargents
Equipment for providing the right baler and critical support to
allow material flowing into the Kent County Recycling & Education
Facility to be baled and prepared for shipment at the tail end—thus
keeping the entire MRF humming.
“The Centurion has performed flawlessly for us,” states
VanderVinne. “We have had the baler for a little over two years; it
has around 6,600 hours on it now, and we have had zero downtime
with it.”

The Harris baler replaced one built by another manufacturer
that VanderVinne says “gave us continual trouble; we would
have issues several times a week. I wanted a reliable, well-built,
machine that would stand up to the demanding schedule we run
it.” He adds, “Output has been great. As fast as you can feed it,
it will bale it.”
The fast pace at the Kent County MRF means the Centurion’s
ease of operation also has come into play, says VanderVinne. “The
baler’s control platform is very user friendly, easy to learn and laid
out very well,” he comments. “The wire tier Harris puts on the Centurion was another big factor for me. Our old tier gave us constant
fits, and this is night-and-day different.”
Harris and Sargents Equipment also have combined to provide
fantastic support to Kent County. “Harris and Sargents have been
great to work with,” says VanderVinne. “Parts availability was a
huge factor in my decision, and the fact that Harris makes a large
majority of its own parts in-house was a huge factor in my decision. I can’t afford downtime, and having the ability to ship parts
the same day or even manufacture the needed part was a huge
selling point.”
Two-ram Harris Centurion balers
have become the baler of choice for
recyclers seeking a reliable, automated
high-volume machine. More information
800-468-5657
on the heavy-duty models can be found
www.HarrisEquip.com
at https://harrisequip.com/products/tworam-balers/centurion/.

IN ADDITION TO OUR
PRINT AND DIGITAL
PRODUCTS, WE DEVELOP
HIGH-IMPACT MARKETING
TOOLS THAT MEET YOUR
NEEDS AND OBJECTIVES.

• Custom magazines
• Case studies and advertorials
• E-newsletter creation and deployment
• Roundtable or focus-group discussions
• Podcast and webinar series
• Custom landing pages
• Brochures and books
• Special events

JEN MAY
ADVERTISING DIRECTOR
216-393-0260
JMay@gie.net

INTELLIGENT CONTENT MARKETING
In today’s multichannel media world, it is
harder than ever to reach the right audience
to tell your story.
Waste Today is paving the way with
Intelligent Content Marketing. We enable
you to create a unique marketing campaign
targeting our readers who have a specific
interest in your area of expertise.
Using intuitive marketing automation,
we can deliver your custom content or a
specific ad message to a particular audience

that has shown interest in your product/
service. Target messaging to prospects in a
specific geographic region or based on the
content they are reading on our website. Send
triggered messages to prospects who have
reacted to your ad or e-blast.
If lead nurturing or ad targeting are in your
plans or are strategies you’d like to explore,
talk with us. From small efforts to fully
integrated campaigns, we can do it.

SHELLEY BROWN
ACCOUNT REPRESENTATIVE
216-393-0236
SBrown@gie.net

OUR SISTER PUBLICATIONS
SIERRA DAVIS
ACCOUNT REPRESENTATIVE
216-393-0335
SDavis@gie.net

PROVIDING PROVEN MARKET ACCESS SINCE 1963
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5811 Canal Road,
Valley View, Ohio 44125 U.S.A.
Phone +1-216-393-0300
Fax +1-216-525-0517
WasteTodayMagazine.com

2020 RATES & SPECIFICATIONS
Advertising Rates: Frequency discounts are earned within 12 consecutive months by advertising in any combination of
Waste Today, Recycling Today, Construction & Demolition Recycling, buyers’ guides and other GIE Media titles.

2020 INTERACTIVE

2020 PRINT
FREQUENCY DISCOUNTS
1x......... 3x............6x........ 12x........ 18x....... 24x
FULL PAGE
2/3 PAGE
1/2 ISLAND
1/2 STANDARD
1/3 PAGE
1/4 PAGE
1/6 PAGE

COLOR CHARGES
1X
STANDARD 2-COLOR, EXTRA
MATCHED COLOR, EXTRA
MATCHED METALLIC COLOR
FOUR COLOR PROCESS, EXTRA

SINGLE PAGE
24X OR GR.

1X

$295

$245

$550

LEADERBOARD
728px X 90px
$1,159
MEDIUM RECTANGLE
300px X 250px
$950

SPREAD
24X OR GR.

HALF PAGE
300px X 600px
$1,663

$425

375

300

650

525

450

350

825

625

830

630

1,450

1,160

WEBSITE (INTERNAL PAGE)

COVER CHARGES
6x........12x.......... 18x....... 24x
2ND COVER
3RD COVER
4TH COVER

WEBSITE (HOME PAGE)

$4,640...... $4,501..........$4,315........$4,176.....$4,060.....$3,828
3,898...........3,781............3,625.........3,508.......... 3,410.........3,216
3,234...........3,137...........3,008............2,911.........2,830........2,668
2,849......... 2,763............2,650.........2,564..........2,493........2,350
2,000......... 1,940.............1,860......... 1,800...........1,750.........1,650
1,680..........1,629............. 1,562............1,512...........1,470.........1,386
1,174............1,139.............1,092.......... 1,057...........1,027............968

$6,385.......$5,747........ $5,204..... $4,699
5,861......... 5,275............4,777..........4,314
7,036.........6,333............ 5,735...........5,179

LIGHTBOX
500px X 500px
$2,744

WALLPAPER
1,600px X 900px
Background width: 970px
$4,141

Mechanical Requirements: Saddle stitch, three columns to a page. Paper
stock: machine coated, 50-lb. recycled body with 100-lb. cover. Colors
available: matched, 4-color process (AAAA-MPA). Trim size 7 7⁄ 8” x 10 1⁄ 2”.
Digital Files, Specifications for Print and Mailing Instructions:
The preferred file format for all print advertising is high-res, press-ready
.pdf, .tif, .jpg and .eps. Progressive proofs or color keys required on all 4C
advertising. Ship all advertising artwork, insertion orders, contracts and copy
instructions for printed ads to: Waste Today, 5811 Canal Rd., Valley View, Ohio
44125. For additional information, contact Katie Morbeto at 216-393-0282 or
at kmorbeto@gie.net.

Non-Bleed Ad Sizes.................................................. Width...............Depth
Full Page..................................................................................................7”..........................10”
2
⁄3 Page............................................................................................... 4 1⁄2”..........................10”
1
⁄2 Page Island.................................................................................. 4 1⁄2”.......................7 1⁄2”
1
⁄2 Page Horizontal...............................................................................7”......................4 7⁄8”
1
⁄2 Page Vertical...............................................................................3 3⁄8”..........................10”
1
⁄3 Page Square................................................................................ 4 1⁄2”......................4 7⁄8”
1
⁄3 Page Vertical.............................................................................. 2 3⁄16”..........................10”
1
⁄4 Page Square................................................................................3 3⁄8”......................4 7⁄8”
1
⁄6 Page Vertical.............................................................................. 2 3⁄16”......................4 7⁄8”

The United States Department of Commerce has reportedly
raised the import duty on flat-rolled steel shipped from China into
the U.S. to 522 percent.
According to an online report from BBC News, “The taxes of 522
percent specifically apply to Chinese-made cold-rolled flat steel.”

CATEGORY
IN-LINE
300px X 250px
$1,425

Commissions and General Information: 15% of gross billing allowed to
recognized advertising agencies on space, color, special positions and inserts.
Net 20 days from date of invoice. Advertisers and advertising agencies assume
liability for all content (including text, representation and illustration) of advertisements, printed or electronic, and also assume responsibility for any claims
arising therefrom made against the Publisher. Publisher reserves the right to
reject advertising he feels is not in keeping with the publication’s standards.

A fact sheet created by the Department of Commerce outlines
many of its findings pertaining to imported steel considered to be
subsidized or “dumped” on the U.S. market.
Commerce Department statistics published by the American Iron and Steel Institute (AISI) on its website show
that China is not the leading exporter of finished steel into the U.S. In April 2016, the highest number of finished
steel import permit applications came from South Korea (317,000 net tons of steel, up 14 percent from March);
Turkey (178,000 tons, down 36 percent from March); Japan (138,000 tons, down 7 percent from March); Germany
(89,000 tons, up 23 percent from March); and China in fifth, with 74,000 tons, up 7 percent from March.
Year to date, South Korea, Turkey and Japan are the largest exporters of steel to the U.S., according to AISI.

E-NEWSLETTER

LEADERBOARD
728px X 90px

Bleed Ad Sizes........................................................... Width...............Depth
Single-Page....................................................................................... 8 1⁄8”....................10 3⁄4”
Trim Area....................................................................................7 7⁄8”.....................10 1⁄2”
Live Area...........................................................................................7”..........................10”
Spread..................................................................................................... 16”....................10 3⁄4”
Trim Area.................................................................................. 15 3⁄4”.....................10 1⁄2”
Live Area.........................................................................................14”..........................10”
On all bleed advertisements, please allow 3⁄8” from any trim edge for live or
type matter.
Add 1⁄8” to gutter for each page on spread ads (perfect bound only). Supply ruled proof showing crop line. Bleed ads are available at no extra charge.

The Commerce Department also has imposed a 71 percent duty
on cold-rolled steel from Japan, according to the BBC.

MEDIUM
RECTANGLE
300px X 250px
BANNER
468px X 60px
S P O N S O R E D F E AT U R E

Image
(360x180 pixels)
Bold Headline
Hendit, te veliquiati voloratem necumet
usciumque et et qui il ium rem quas et
quiatuscil int hilit qui con poribus mod
et veligenissum aut liam eum, qui

TEXT AD
360px X 180px

EXCLUSIVE
SMARTPHONE
STATIC BANNER
320px X 50px
$2,500

E-Newsletters
1x................. 12x.................24x.................52x
Medium Rectangle $1,096.................$978.................$849................. $750
Banner Ad
954.....................851....................739....................652
Leaderboard Ad
1,228.................1,095.....................951................... 840
Text Ad
1,348.................1,202.................1,045....................922
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January 15, 2020

January 22, 2020

Materials Due

Southeast Recycling
Conference & Trade Show

NWRA Industry Conference

SWANAPalooza

Contamination
Management

Industry Outlook

Household Hazardous
Waste

MSW Organics Programs

Close Date

Bonus
Distribution:

Conference
Spotlight

Additional
Features:

Collection

Safety
Focus:

Company Profile

Air Emissions Monitoring

Operations
Focus:

C&D Programs

Landfill Regulatory and
Compliance Update

February 21, 2020

February 14, 2020

SWANAPalooza

NAWTEC

ISRI

March 23, 2020

March 16, 2020

Strive for Sustainability
Solid Waste & Recycling
Conference

WasteExpo

WasteExpo

Transfer Station Design

WasteExpo Preview
Route Optimization

Anaerobic Digestion

Landfill Leachate
Management

MRF Technology

Company Profile

Employee Training

Commercial Collection

Landfill Compactors

April

Largest Landfills List

LANDFILL ISSUE

Dust/Odor Suppression

MRFs

Shredding Applications

Material Handling

Equipment
Focus:

March

Organics

Jan.–Feb.

Supplement

2020

May 22, 2020

May 15, 2020

Waste Conversion
Technology Conference

Waste Conversion
Technology Conference

MRF Design

Waste Conversion Markets

Organics Hauling/
Collection

Fleet Purchasing
Considerations

Residential Routing
Strategies

COLLECTION ISSUE

Fire Prevention

Transfer Station
Management

Landfill Equipment

May-June

July 22, 2020

July 15, 2020

Mid-Atlantic Bioenergy
Conference & Expo (MABEX)

Largest Haulers List

Post-Closure Landfill
Planning

Stormwater Management

Medical Waste

Company Profile

Hauler Safety

Collection Trucks

Collection Carts
and Containers

July-Aug.

August 21, 2020

August 14, 2020

Canadian Waste &
Recycling Expo

Paper & Plastics
Recycling Conference

WasteCon

Tires

Capital Markets Update

Bulk Collection

Refuse-derived Fuel

Company Profile

MRFs

Organics Processing

Collection Trucks

September

September 22, 2020

September 15, 2020

Corporate Growth
Conference

Paper & Plastic
Recycling Conference

WasteCon

Canadian Waste & Recycling
Expo

Collection Innovations
Roundup

Roll-Offs and Trailers

Transfer Stations

Food Waste/Composting

Company Profile

Landfills

Waste to Energy

Compactors and Balers

Organics

October

November 23, 2020

November 16, 2020

Compost 2021

USCC Conference

Sorting Equipment

Fleet Maintenance

Landfill Gas Utilization

Merger & Acquisition Recap

Company Profile

Transfer Station

Landfills

Scales and
Weighing Systems

Nov.-Dec.

